SYZYGY: PRIME AELINDROMES

ANTHONY ETHERIN
PRIME NUMBERS

ASIDE,
A DOUR DEATH
REMAINS
IN CHANGES....
ARCHIVAL
PRIME NUMBERS
(PRIMEVAL HINGES),
ARC, IN CHAINS
MADE A THREAD:
OUR IDEAS.
SOLAR ECLIPSE
On smoky Earth
is dark’s mar
of tender dusk
or distant omens.
A titan,
to disorder dusk,
often marks
this
dark
year’s’s Moon.
These two poems are aelindromes, palindromic in the repeated sequence 2-3-5-7... (the four single-digit primes).
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Anthony Etherin is an experimental formalist poet & publisher. He invented the aelindrome. Find him on Twitter (@Anthony_Etherin) & via anthonyetherin.wordpress.com.
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